
 

 
CJ COVID Playbook 

Greetings all – We are gearing up for a full summer of fun in the sun and would like to pass along 
information for a healthy camp community amidst the ongoing COVID pandemic. The following 
protocols have been discussed and agreed upon by our camp’s administrative and health care staff.  

I would like to start by acknowledging we cannot eliminate all the risks affiliated with a summer camp 
experience. Our goal is to minimize the risk of harm to our campers and to have an overall positive 
impact on their development. The steps we are taking now, in the COVID environment, are just being 
added to the mix. 

Camp will look different than previous summers as a result of our COVID modifications but rest assured 
that the summer will continue to provide the best possible experiences for our campers.  

Our strategy will be a multi-layered approach of strategies to minimize the risk of infection and the 
spreading of disease. Here is a summary of what you can expect… 

 Pre-Camp 
Pre-Screening – We will expect kids/families to be a strong partner in keeping us open and 
serving the needs of kids. This means we are asking for kids to quarantine to the best of their 
ability 7-14 days prior to camp and be aware of health indicators like fever, taste & smell, 
coughs, etc. It is important to update your campers status in your child's CampMinder COVID-
19 health check in the forms dashboard every day for 5 days prior to your campers arrival.We 
expect the parents of our campers to screen their children to ensure that we can provide the best 
possible experience for the summer of 2021 
 
Testing  
We encourage proof of a negative COVID test 2-4 days prior to coming to camp or getting on 
the bus.  We have the ability to do rapid testing on camp when symptoms are present during a 
camper's time at Jorn. Tests will be completed by our health care staff.  
 
Staff / Vaccinations 
Staff vaccinations are strongly encouraged (if available) prior to arrival at camp. Members who 
waive the vaccination will need to use PPE at a higher standard. Common sense measures and 
low risk behaviors will be expected and supported. Staff will live as family units. Separate living 
quarters and gathering spaces will be monitored for common sense behaviors and practices. 
Mask wearing will be employed when groups are gathering. 

 
 
 
 



 

 
 
Travel To Camp  

 
Personal Vehicle Drop off at Camp 
If you are traveling to Camp in your personal vehicle please take care to protect 
yourself and your participant from potential exposure by limiting your stops and 
following good COVID-19 risk mitigation strategies. Upon arrival to Camp, please 
follow signs and staff direction to help guide you through the process. To lower the risk of 
spreading COVID-19, we ask that parents and families remain in their vehicle during drop 
off. Camp staff will ask your child symptom screening questions and complete a 
temperature check. 
 
Upon a successful screening, Camp staff will help unload the camper(s) luggage and 
escort them to their cabin. To lower the risk of spreading COVID-19 on Camp property, 
guardians & guests will not be allowed to walk the grounds. 
 
Bus Transportation  
 While waiting to drop off campers, we ask that parents form two lines of cars to allow for a safe 
drop off of campers. Upon a successful screening, Camp staff will help unload the camper(s) 
luggage, load it on the bus, and allow your camper entrance to the bus. Parents should not need 
to step out of their cars. Time will be limited so be prepared to say goodbye before reaching the 
bus.  

- No parents will be allowed on the bus at anytime 
- Campers will be required to wear masks on buses. Windows and opportunities for 

maximum ventilation will be utilized as well as standards enforced by our charter bus 
company (Lamers Bus Lines). 

 

During Camp 
In order to lower the risk of the transmission of COVID-19 in Camp, we have 
adjusted our camp procedures, policies, and lowered our capacity. We may need to 
change any or all of these procedure as we adapt to the latest data and guidance 
from public health officials. 
 
These expectations will be announced to all campers during the first days of camp 
and throughout their time at Camp as needed.  

 
Cabins / Bunks  
We will keep campers in small groups as much as possible so that if an infection occurs it can be 
isolated. Cabin groups (bunks) will be the base of this strategy as they will be spending the most 
time together in cabins, on trips and in proximity during activity periods. Each will have fans to 
provide air exchange and windows will be kept open as much as weather allows. Temperature & 
symptom checks will become part of the daily routine.  
 



 

Distancing  
Much of what we do can be done with a bit more space between bodies. We encourage and 
utilize distancing whenever possible. This will be reflected in our meal times where we distanced 
tables and moved groups. 
 
Mask Wearing Policy 
In order to contain possible exposure and spread of COVID-19, Camp will be 
requiring the use of facemasks that cover both the nose and mouth when 
participants and staff are indoors with participants and staff who are outside of their 
pod (Camper cabin or outpost trip group) or during sustained large group 
gatherings outdoors. These protocols will apply regardless of vaccination 
status. 
 
As an example masks will not be required when: 
- Campers and/or staff are located inside their own cabin with their own pod 
- Campers and/or staff are outdoors without sustained gathering with those 
outside of their pod 
- Campers and/or staff are seated at their table and eating 
- Camper and/or staff are taking showers or brushing teeth 
- Campers and/or staff are taking part in water activities 

 
Meals 
To best ensure safety protocol, camp may have two meal times for breakfast, lunch and dinner to 
spread out the number of campers that will be in the dining hall at a time. All tables will be 
spread out to ensure proper social distancing is maintained.  
 
Prior to meals at Camp or on the trail, all campers will be instructed to wash their hands with 
soap and water or to utilize hand sanitizer as appropriate. 
Meal service at Camp will continue to be family style, however the location of meals 
and timing may be different than what you are used to. Meals may be served 
inside the dining hall, outside on picnic tables or in cabins.  

 
Altered Activity Schedules – Cabin groups will function as pods to ensure that proper social 
distancing is maintained. Campers will have a schedule of rotating activities throughout their 
time at camp to allow for campers to experience all that Camp Jorn has to offer! Activity times 
that have been altered will look as follows: 

-Morning Activities: Campers will have three class activities with cabin groups 
that rotate on a daily basis. This includes but is not limited to activities such as 
Sailing, Archery, group games, Basketball, Soccer, Arts & Crafts, Swimming, 
Drama...   

- Afternoon activities: Campers will have two activities that are more typical to the 
traditional Cabin activities that we’ve done in the past. These would include but 
are not limited to: Low Ropes Course, Biking, Swimming, Leave No trace (LNT) 
classes and much more   

- Evening activity will still go on but with masks. Programs will consist of games 
that allow our podding system to be in effect but still incorporate all of camp.  



 

 
Shower Time/Wash House Use 
Cabin groups will have assigned shower times. Campers should avoid sharing bathroom 
supplies. Campers need to bring their own supplies and a container for toiletries. 
 
Washhouses & bathrooms will be available for use when nature calls. Campers and staff should 
wear masks upon entering the building and all campers and staff should wash their hands and 
sanitize after using the bathroom. 
 
Inside the Cabin 
While inside their cabin with their pod, campers and staff do not need to wear 
facemasks. Campers will only be allowed on their own beds and should not touch other camper’s 
clothes or equipment. Campers in bunk beds will be required to sleep in opposite directions. 
(Head to toe) 

 
Handwashing & Hand Sanitizing – Frequent handwashing will be part of our daily routine and 
additional hand sanitization opportunities will be available in cabins and program areas. 
General Sanitation – We will continue to sanitize program equipment and commonly touched 
surfaces like door handles. Counselors and program staff will have the needed supplies to make 
this easy and efficient. 
 
A Camp Bubble – We will try to maintain a bubble of protection around Camp. This is 
challenging as we have quite a bit of traffic in and out of camp each day, but we will limit 
visitors and public events during the camper season. 
Education – Staff and campers will be educated as per the guidelines and expectations for 
minimized risk. This will be highlighted during staff training and be an ongoing focus. 
 

Camp Vehicles & Transportation 
Travel to and from Camp might at some point be a part of your campers Jorn 
experience. 
 
The following precautions will be taken prior to and for the duration of the trip: 

• The vehicle will be sanitized daily. 
•  All campers and staff will be required to wear a mask for the duration of 

the trip 
• Windows may remain open for the duration of the ride as weather allows. 
• The number of available seats may be reduced to allow for additional spacing. 

 
 
 
 
 



 

Policy & Procedure for Suspected COVID-19 
Symptoms and/or Positive COVID Test  
Should a camper or staff member begin to exhibit COVID-19 symptoms, they will 
be immediately removed from their pod to allow for health center evaluation. If 
determined necessary, the participant will be quarantined, and tested for COVID-19 
using a rapid antigen test. 
 
If the rapid antigen test is positive for COVID-19, the following steps will be taken: 

1. Participant or staff will have a PCR test completed to confirm the positive test. 
2. Participant or staff will isolate until the results of the test are confirmed. 
3. Contact tracing will be completed and additional tests administered as warranted. 
4. While maintaining confidentiality, Camp will notify the parents of the affected participants and 

the steps that Camp has taken. 
5. Upon confirmation of a positive test, parents will be notified and the participant will be removed 

from the property as soon as possible and as warranted. 

 
Post Camp  

 
● Post-Screening – We are asking parents / guardians to call us if a camper comes home with any 

symptoms of an illness that may have been contracted during a camp session. 
● Parental Partnership - We will need and appreciate honest parental / guardian partnerships for 

communication and a strong commitment to a healthy camp community. We are all in this 
together! 

We are part of a large community of YMCA and ACA Camps around the country and will continue to 
review new guidelines. It will be important for all of us to stay strong and avoid a false sense of security. 
It will be our goal to take every precaution to keep kids and families safe.  

Q & A: 

What happens if a camper exhibits symptoms while at Camp? 

● Camper will be seen by our health care staff and isolated. Test will be administered as available 
and next steps determined. Parents will be informed and arrangements for pick up will be made. 
It will be the responsibility of the parent / guardian to make these arrangements as soon as 
possible.  

Why have camp when there is still risk of transmission and possible illness? 

● We believe kids may be suffering from the isolation that this pandemic has forced upon all of us. 
Camp can provide a safe environment for our children’s need for social, emotional, and physical 
development.  

Why require parents to sign off on a COVID Waiver?  

● It is important that families understand and accept the risk of sending kids to a camp community. 
We will have many safeguards in place but there are still uncertainties. 



 

What is your cancellation policy?  

● We understand that not all will be comfortable with the risks and respect your right to cancel 
your session 2 weeks prior to the start date for a full refund. 

Resources we are using and will continue to use for guidance: 

● Field Guide for Camps on Implementation of CDC Guidance  
● American Camp Association (ACA) and YMCA of the USA  
● Association of Camp Nurses (ACN) 

 

 

 

 

  


